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Abstract 
XPS spectra of silver excited by synchrotron irradiation with energy same as Al KĮ X-ray has been measured. After 
filtering spectrum noise, the inelastic background starting from the lower binding energy of photoelectrons is 
removed by an iteration procedure. The energy loss spectrum for a single sub-shell photoelectron is then extracted 
from the Ag 3p XPS spectrum. Based on this single sub-shell photoelectron energy loss spectrum the effective energy 
loss function (EELF) is obtained by the extended Landau approach. Monte Carlo simulation with the derived EELF 
can reproduce well the experimental XPS spectrum. 
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1. Introduction 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and reflection electron energy-loss spectrum (REELS) are 
now widely used in the investigation of solid surfaces for providing the information of elemental 
composition as well as electronic states in the surface region of materials. As the detected electron signals 
travel some distances in this region before their emission from the surface, they can carry certain 
information of inelastic interaction with the media. Therefore, those emitted electrons with energy loss in 
inelastic scattering events contribute to the spectrum feature at lower energy side of no-loss peak. If such 
an energy loss spectrum for a single no-loss peak is obtained, one can derive the effective energy loss 
function (EELF) [1-3] of the material from the spectrum feature. 
The method to calculate EELF from reflection electron energy loss spectroscopy (REELS) spectrum 
has already been developed [4-10]. The principle of the method relies on the extended Landau approach 
[11] for deconvolution of the energy loss spectrum due to a single inelastic event from a multiple inelastic 
scattering background. The EELF which describes the differential inverse inelastic mean free path 
(DIIMFP) for this particular experimental condition can then be deduced from this single event energy 
loss spectrum. A Monte Carlo simulation method [12-14] has been utilized to verify that the derived 
EELF can indeed reproduce theoretically the experimental REELS spectrum [9-10], while the usual 
Monte Carlo simulation adopting the optical energy loss function [15] for describing simply the bulk 
excitation cannot do so for low energy electrons when the surface excitation is no longer negligible. 
However, the similar calculation for deriving EELF from a XPS spectrum has not yet been reported. 
This is because the complexity involved in the deconvolution procedure for XPS spectrum. Firstly, the 
signal peak is usually superposed on a continuum background due to inelastic scattered electrons of other 
peaks of lower binding energies. Secondly, except for s-orbit photoelectrons two peaks exist in XPS 
spectra for other orbit photoelectrons; the interval between two peaks for p-orbit is larger than that for d-
orbit. Therefore, the inelastic background due to two peaks may overlap and one has to separate two 
energy loss spectra for the double peak. In this paper, the EELF is derived from the XPS spectrum for Ag 
3p electrons. The present work provides an example of the methods used in the calculation procedure: 1, 
filtering noise; 2, linear background removal; 3, separating the loss spectrum; 4, deconvolution of loss 
spectrum. 
2. Experimental 
The XPS spectra were measured with the DAPHNIA attached to the wide-energy-range X-ray beam 
line BL15XU at SPring-8 in Japan. The two analyzers are put on a turntable that is mounted in a large 
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber (base pressure is 6h10-8 Pa) of 1400 mm diameter. The take-off angle 
of each analyzer can be set independently. The rotation axis of a sample manipulator is coincident with 
the rotation axis of the two analyzers, and the incident SR axis is in the horizontal plane in which the 
analyzers move. Each electron energy analyzer can measure emitted electrons with kinetic energies less 
than 4800 eV. X-rays from SR are monochromatized by an YB66 [400] crystal or a Si [111] crystal. Both 
the analyzers of DAPHNIA are of the spherical-capacitor type with acceptance angles of f5o. In the 
experiment, a silver specimen was used because it has been widely used as a reference sample in surface 
analysis. The sample surface was cleaned by ion bombardment with 3 kV Ar+ until impurities could no 
longer be observed by XPS. The photon flux of the incident monochromatic beam was measured with an 
Au mesh by detecting the X-ray induced photoelectron current. 
The X-ray energy selected from monochromator is 1486.7 eV which is the same as the energy of Al KĮ 
X-rays. The energy resolution is limited by the beamline monochromator and the XPS analyzer, and the 
combined energy resolution for a spectrum is 0.17 eV. The details are described elsewhere [16]. 
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3. Theoretical Methods 
The noise in the spectrum may affect the latter processing work significantly. The first step for the 
spectrum analysis is the filtering by multi-points smoothing or Wiener filtering or wavelet filtering 
methods [17]. 
3.1 Linear background removal 
The background should be removed in the following analysis of XPS spectrum. In general, the XPS 
wide spectrum for an element is contributed from a variety of core shell electrons. The higher energy 
photoelectrons with lower binding energies provide a large inelastic background for lower energy 
photoelectron peak in the spectrum. Popular Shirley’s [18-21] and Tougaard’s [22-25] background 
removal methods aims mainly at providing the inelastic background by photoelectrons of the concerned 
peak. But here we are considering the large continuum background due to other peaks of lower binding 
energies, which behaves more like linear line in the interested energy range of the concerned peak, Ag 3p. 
The equation for background removal is expressed as below: 
( ) ( ) ( )F E g E B E= +                                                                                                                                       (1) 
( )B E b kE= +                                                                                                                                                (2) 
( ) ( ) ( )g E f E f E Eα= + ⋅ + Δ                                                                                                                         (3) 
where ( )F E  is the noise-filtered experimental spectrum for core shell photoelectrons with two sub-shells (e.g., 3p1/2 and 3p3/2), ( )g E  is the XPS spectrum of double peaks after removing the inelastic scattering 
background ( )B E
 
from higher energy photoelectrons. ( )f E  is the spectrum for a single sub-shell 
photoelectron peak, which is what we expect to extract from ( )F E . EΔ  is the energy interval between 
these two sub-shells, and  is the fixed proportion factor which is one in two for p-orbit or two in three 
for d-orbit.  is the slope of the linear line and  is the intensity at the starting point of the line. Fig. 1 shows the result of Ag 3p XPS spectrum by removing the linear background due to 3d photoelectrons. 
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Fig. 1. Removing the linear background for Ag 3p peaks.
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3.2 Energy loss spectrum for single sub-shell peak 
For the same core shell, the photoelectron energy spectrum shape for each sub-shell can be considered 
as the same because of their little difference in binding energy. Therefore, in Eq. (3) the spectra for two 
sub-shells are denoted as ( )f E and ( )f E E+ Δ . The spectrum shape of ( )f E  for a single peak is then 
extracted from ( )g E  by an iteration procedure. Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the obtained ( )f E  spectra for 
Ag 3p and 3d photoelectrons, respectively. The experimental XPS spectra agree with the addition of the 
spectra for two sub-shell photoelectrons. It is seen that the XPS spectrum for a single sub-shell, ( )f E , 
includes a sharp peak for no-loss signals and a long tail in the lower kinetic energy side due to inelastic 
scattering of photoelectrons. This corresponds to the energy loss spectrum in REELS. 
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Fig. 2. Extraction of single sub-shell photoelectron spectrum for: (a) Ag 3p1/2 and 3p3/2; (b) Ag 3d3/2 and 3d5/2. 
3.3 Deconvolution of loss spectrum 
The spectrum for monochromatic energy has been obtained by deconvoluting of the calculated single 
sub-shell photoelectron spectrum with the source function for Ag 3p in Fig. 2a. The spectrum extracted by 
deconvoluting contains single scattering contribution as well as multiple scattering components due to 
bulk and surface excitations. The DIIMFP can then be obtained by the extended Landau approach. 
Comparing with the REELS case the XPS spectrum exists peak broadening from X-ray source, which 
may introduce some uncertainty during deconvolution process. Fig. 3 shows the DIIMFP calculated from 
Ag 3p XPS spectrum. The intensity is high at low energy loss region and decays fast at large losses. 
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Fig. 3. The differential inverse inelastic mean free path (DIIMFP) derived from Ag 3p photoelectron energy loss spectrum. 
The calculated EELF from DIIMFP for Ag 3p photoelectrons is shown in Fig. 4. The surface energy 
loss function (SELF) ( )( ){ }Im 1/ 1 ε ω− + and bulk energy loss function (BELF) ( ){ }Im 1/ ε ω−  [9-10] derived 
from an optical constant database [26], together with EELF obtained from REELS spectrum for Ag at 1 
keV, are compared in Fig. 5. Both EELFs from XPS and REELS spectra include not only bulk excitation 
but also surface excitation. Each feature in EELF from XPS corresponds well with those in SELF, BELF 
and EELF from REELS. Particularly, it can be seen that the peak at about 3.5-3.9 eV in present EELF 
actually comprises of surface excitation peak at 3.7 eV in SELF and bulk excitation at 3.8 eV in BELF. 
Therefore, the present result is quite reasonable. Fig. 5 shows the Monte Carlo simulation of Ag XPS 
spectrum for 3p3/2 single sub-shell by using the derived EELF from Ag 3p. The simulation based on 
EELF from XPS can reproduce the experimental spectrum well. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison on energy loss functions obtained by different methods: the present EELS derived from XPS spectrum for Ag 3p 
photoelectrons, EELS derived from RELLS spectrum for Ag at 1 keV, surface energy loss function and bulk energy loss functions 
based on optical constants. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the Ag XPS spectrum for 3p3/2 single sub-shell between the experiment and Monte Carlo simulation by using 
the derived EELF for Ag 3p photoelectrons. 
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4. Conclusion 
In this work the approach to derive EELF from XPS spectrum of two sub-shells containing large 
spectrum background is applied to Ag 3p photoelectrons. The linear background due to lower binding 
photoelectrons is firstly removed from the wide Ag XPS spectrum. The energy loss spectrum for single 
sub-shell photoelectrons is then extracted by iteration. Based on the extended Landau approach the 
DIIMFP and EELF are obtained from this Ag 3p photoelectron energy loss spectrum. The obtained EELF 
includes not only bulk excitation but also surface excitation. A Monte Carlo simulation has reproduced 
the experimental XPS spectrum by using this EELF. 
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